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Abstract: A set of selfdual lattices A in a two-dimensional p-aάic symplectic space
(y, 38} is provided by an integer valued metric d. A realization of the metric space
(7L, d) as a graph Γ is suggested and this graph has been linked to the Bruhat-Tits
tree. An action of symplectic group Sp(9Ό on a set of cycles of length three of the
graph Γ is considered and a geometrical interpretation of the p-aάic Maslov index is
given in terms of this action.

Introduction

In the paper [Z] a definition of the p-adic Maslov index of a triple of selfdual lat-
tices in a two-dimensional £>-adic symplectic space (9 ,̂ 38} was suggested. In general
the construction is as follows. For any selfdual lattice 2% in (9 ,̂̂ ) we define an
irreducible unitary representation (H(&), W%) of the Heisenberg group ̂  of space
(9 ,̂ 33} in a separable Hubert space H(J&). These representations are unitary equiv-
alent and hence for any pair (H.(S§^), W^), (H(^2\ W^ ) of two such representa-
tions there exists an intertwining operator F^% \H(SS{) —> H(^2). Therefore for
any triple of such representations the operator F = F% % F% % F% % commutes

with all operators W% (x), x G 9 .̂ Thus F is proportional to an identity operator

Id : F — mCS^, J2f2> ^3) Id. The complex number mCJ^, e3f2> ̂ 3) is the p-αdίc Maslov
index of a triple (3^,J§ί2, =5ί3) of selfdual lattices. In the paper [Z] simple properties
of this index and explicit formulas for the index are given.

This paper is devoted to a geometrical interpretation of the p-adic Maslov index
(we suppose that p ^ 2). This interpretation is given in terms of an action of p-aάic
symplectic group Sp(90 on a space A of selfdual lattices. Section 2 is concerned with
the space A of selfdual lattices in a two-dimensional symplectic space (9 ,̂ 38} over
the field Qp of p-aάic numbers. It turns out that the space A can be provided with an
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integer valued metric d. Based on this metric the space A is realized as a graph Γ. A
set of vertices of this graph consists of self dual lattices, a pair =5^, J§ί2 G A forms a
link [J^i, J^2] of Γ if d(J^, J^2) = 1. It is shown that Γ consists of cycles of length
three and can be derived from the Bruhat-Tits tree by a transformation "star-triangle."

Symplectic group Sp(9Π acts transitively on sets of vertices and links of the graph
Γ. The p-adic Maslov index is invariant under this action and therefore the action of
Sp(90 on the set of cycles of length three is not transitive. The main result of this
paper is that the last statement is exact in the following sense: for any two cycles
[J^, J^2, J^3]

 and [J^/, J^^s'] °f lengm three there is a symplectic transformation
g G Sp(90 such that g^ = S§(, g^2 = ̂ , g^ = ̂  if and only if the p-adic
Maslov indices of these cycles coincide, that is m(^, Jzξ, Jjξ) = m(J^/, J^2, J '̂)

2. Space of Selfdual Lattices

2.1. Graph of Selfdual Lattices

Let y be a two-dimensional vector space over Q . A finitely generated Z^-submodule

=5ί of 9^ is called a lattice if it contains a basis of 9 .̂ (Zp denotes a ring of integers of

Q .) Let now 33 be a nondegenerated skewsymmetric bilinear form on ί?7*. For a lattice

J^ C ̂  a dual lattice J^* defines as follows: ̂  = {x e 9T:JB(x,y) G Zp Vy G

J^}. Notice that =^* is canonically isomorphic to the module Homz (J^,Zp) [MH].

If J^ = =5ί* then J^ is selfdual and a pair (J ,̂ J?) forms a space over Zp with

symplectic inner product. Let A denote a set of all selfdual lattices in (9r,^)).
Now we define a function d:AxΛ^1*by the formula:

(1)

where =S^,J^2 ^ ^ and [(-=^1 + =^2):(=^ι n ^2)] denotes order of a group (J^ +

Proposition 1. Lei J^,^, J*?3 G /I. The function d has the following properties.
(i) d(J^, J^2) > 0, d(^,^2) - 0 <^ ̂  - ̂ 2;

(ii)
(iii)

Properties (i) and (ii) are obvious. For the proof of (iii) we prove the following
formula for , ̂  G Λ:

= logp[^2 : (J^ Π ̂ 2)] . (2)

Notice that from the last relation it follows that the function d does take values in the
set of integers Z. Taking into account the relation

we get

= [ : ( n

The relations (2) follow directly from the last formula and statement (ii) of Proposi-
tion 1.
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By means of the relation ̂  n =$̂ 2

 n ̂ 3 c %\ n ^3 we nave

Taking into account the relation &/(& Π J^") - (̂  + ̂ )/^f [L] we get

( n J

= [Jg?3:C2?3 Π (̂  +^2))] < [ 3̂:(

From two last formulas we have

[^1(^0^3)] < [Ĵ  :(̂  n^)] [J 3̂:( 2̂ Π J2ί3)] .

Statement (iii) of Proposition 1 directly follows from (2) and the last formula. D

The proved proposition means that the pair (A, d) forms a metric space.
Now we realize the space (A, d) as a graph Γ. A set of vertices of this graph consists

of selfdual lattices, a pair ^,=5^ G A forms a link [J^, J^2] of ̂  if dC^i, J^2) = 1.
For understanding of a structure of the graph Γ we recall a construction of the Bruhat-
Tits tree (see for example [GP, M, S]).

Let W be as before a two-dimensional vector space over Qp. If s G Q* and 2>

is a lattice in ̂  then 5^ is a lattice too and hence Q* acts on a set of lattices in
.̂ An orbit of this action is called a class of lattice, a set of such classes we denote

by X. For a lattice J^f from a class L e X in any class L' £ X there is a unique
representative J^7 G L' with the property: J '̂ c 3% and the module S§ j S§' is cyclic,
that is 3§ 1^' c± Zp/pnZp for some nonnegative integer n. The distance Γ>(ί/, L7)
between classes L and L1 is defined as D(L, L'} — n and the map D does define an
integer valued metric on the set X. Notice that we have the formula:

D(L,L/) = logp[β^:β2
?/]. (3)

,The space (X, D) can be realized as a graph T in a previous manner: a set of
vertices of T consists of classes of lattices, two classes L, L' G X form a link of T
if L>(L, L1) = 1. It turns out that the graph T is a tree. Let us clear up a connection
between graphs Γ and T.

Let J? be a symplectic form on Ŝ , L G X be a class of a selfdual lattice S§ £ /I
and J*ί+ denotes a set of vertices of the graph Γ placed at even distance D from L:

X+ = {L7 G X : £>(L, I/) = 0 (mod 2)} .

As before the metric space (X+,D) can be considered as a graph T+ with a set of
vertices X+. Vertexes L and L' form a link of T+ if L>(L, L') = 2. Notice that the
graph Γ+ can be derived from the graph Γ by means of transformation "star-triangle":
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Proposition 2. Graphs Γ and T+ are isomorphic.

Let S% be as before a self dual lattice from a class L G X+. For L' G X+ and an
arbitrary J '̂ G L' there is a symplectic basis {e, /} of (9 ,̂ J?) wherein 3% and =5?'
have the form

% = 1e 0 Z / ,

for some integers m and n. It is easy to see that D(L,L') = \m — n\. As
D(L,Lr) = 0(mod2) then p~(™+^/2 G Q* and 5?" = p-(™+n}/2^ belongs to the

class L' . It is obvious that S§" is self dual. From the previous discussion it follows
that S$" is a unique self dual lattice in L' ' . From the formulas (1) and (3) we have

D(L,L') = 2d(^^π), (4)

and hence the distance D between classes of selfdual lattices is even. Thus we get a
one-to-one correspondence between sets of vertices of graphs Γ and T+. Formula (4)
gives us also the needed correspondence between sets of links of these graphs. D

Notice that unlike T the graph Γ contains cycles of length three and hence Γ is
not a tree.

22. Action of Sp($T) on Γ

Let Sp(9Π denote a symplectic group of the space (̂  J?) and Sp(̂ ) be a stabilizer
of a lattice & G Λ in Sp(^).

As Zp is a local ring then there is a symplectic basis {e, /} of the space (9 ,̂ Jf)
wherein ,$? has the form SS — 1>pe 0 Zp/ [MH] and therefore the standard left
action of Sp(^) on Λ is transitive and A can be identified with a homogeneous space
Sp(^0/ Sp(J?). In other words Sp(9Π acts transitively on a set of vertices of the
graph Γ. As for J2? E A and g G Sp(S )̂ the modules J2? and gJ:̂ 7 are isomorphic then
this action is isometric.

Moreover, for any two lattices 5§λ and J?2 from A there is a symplectic basis
{e, /} of C97*, J?) wherein we have

^ - Zpe θ Zp/ , Jgί2 = p™Zpe θ p-mZp/

for some nonnegative integer m [W]. Notice that m = ά(S§^S§^). From this
we have that for any two pairs ^,=5^ and ^[^2 °̂  selfdual lattices such that

2) there is a symplectic transformation g G Sp(^) such that
= J 2̂'. In particular, the action of Sp(9Π on the set of links of the

graph Γ is transitive.

2.3. Coordinates on A

Propositions. Let {e,/} be a symplectic basis ofX^, J?) For any lattice 3§ G A
there exists a pair (m,μ),m G Z, μ G Qp referred to as coordinates of 2? in the basis
{e, /}, such that

/). (5)
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Two lattices S% and 5%' with coordinates (m, μ) and (mf , μ1) respectively coincide if
and only ifm = πιf and μ — μ1 G Zp.

For the proof see [Z].
As a useful example let us find coordinates of selfdual lattices placed at distance

1 from the reference point. Taking into account Proposition 2 and a structure of the
graph T it is easy to calculate the number of such lattices, this number is p(p -f 1).

Recall that any nonzero p-adic number x G Q* can be uniquely represented in the

form x = porάp(χϊε(x), where ordp(x) G Z, ε(x) G Z*, and \x p = p-°ΐάp(χ\ For the
sake of convenience we put ordp(0) = -hoc.

Proposition 4. Let S§§, S§ G A have coordinates (0, 0) and (ra, μ) in some basis {e, /}
respectively Then the following formula is valid.

) = max{-m - ordp(μ), |m|} . (6)

It is easy to see that the lattice S§§ Π S§ consists of elements ae + /?/, where

a,β€Z,p, apm+βpmμ(ΞZp, p-mβeZp.

For the case of m > 0 the last conditions on a and β are equivalent to the following:

a € Zp , /? € (p-"l-oπWZ})) Π (pmZp) .

Taking into account the last formula and the formula (2) we get (6). For the case
of 77i < 0 we choose a new symplectic basis {e, /} :e = pme, f — p~rnf + μp^e.
It is easy to see that in the basis {e, /} the lattices J^ and ̂  have coordinates
(-m,p2mμ) and (0,0) respectively. Further proof is obvious. D

Corollary. Coordinates of all lattices from A placed at distance 1 from the reference
point are given in the following table.

-1

μ 0 μQ/p 0 μ0/p (μ0 +

where μ0 = 1 , 2, . . . , p — 1 0/ιd μj = 0, 1 , 2, . . . , p — 1 .

According to Proposition 3 coordinate μ should be considered up to a p-adic
integer, for the same reason we consider either μ = 0 or ordp(μ) < 0. By virtue of
the condition d(5S^ ^} = 1 and the formula (6) the pair (m, ordp(μ)) can take values
(-l,+oo), (0, -1), (l,+oo), (1,-1), and (l,-2). In the above table all possible
lattices for which the pair (m,ordp(μ)) takes mentioned values are given. It is easy
to see that the number of these lattices is equal to p(p +1). D

3. p-Adic Maslov Index

Let (9 ,̂ J?) be as before a two-dimensional symplectic space over Qp (p ^ 2) and

^ denotes the Heisenberg group of this space, that is

^={(α,z), α G T , x G 9^},

(α, x) (β, y) = (aβχ(l/Z#(x, y)), x + y).
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Here T is a unit circle in the field C of complex numbers and χ : Qp — > T is a
standard additive character of the field Qp of rankO (that is χ(x) = 1 <̂ > x G Zp).

For any lattice «3ί G yl one constructs a unitary irreducible representation of the

group 9^ (so-called ^-representation). Let us recall its definition. The space H(5&)
of the ^-representation consists of complex valued functions on 9^ which satisfies
the following properties for all x G y and u G 3%\

(7)

\\f\\2= Σ ι/(")i2«» w
aeP'/.g

The space H(<Sy) is a separable Hubert space with respect to the scalar product

/(<*>§(<*) (9)

[Taking into account formula (7) it is easy to see that expressions under sum symbols
in formulas (8) and (9) don't depend on a choice of an element in a coset a G ̂  I2§
and in these expressions a denotes an arbitrary representative of a coset a.]

Operators W_g(a,x), (ce,x) G ̂  of the ̂ -representation are defined as follows:

W(a, x)f(u) = aW<#(x)f(u) = aχ(l/2J&(x, u))f(u - x) .

^-representation is irreducible and for any two lattices J^,^ G Λ ̂ Γ and
J^- representations are unitary equivalent. Therefore there is a unitary intertwining
operator F% ^ :H(^) -^ H(^^) which satisfies the properties

for all x G 9^. By virtue of (10) for any three lattices J^j^^s G Λ the operator
F — F% ^ F^ ^Fγ, ^ commutes with all operators W<%(x), x G 9^ and therefore
it is proportional to an identity operator:

The complex number m = mGS^,^,^) G T is the p-adic Maslov index of a triple
of self dual lattices. The following simple proposition is presented without proof (for
the proof see [Z]):

Proposition 5. Let Syλ , J^2, J?3, Jz 4̂ G A The following statements are valid.
(i) m(J^ , ̂ 2, ̂ 3) = m(^ , 9&2,g&3)for all g G Sp(r);

(ii) m(J^Ί, J^,^) = 1 z/αί /eα^ί ίw6> lattices in the triple coincide,
(iii) mCSίjjeS^jJ^) remains the same under an even permutation of lattices in the
triple and transfers to a conjugate expression under an odd one;
(iv) the following cocycle relation holds.
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Now we present without proof an expression of the p-adic Maslov index in
coordinates defined in Sect. 2.3 (for the proof see [Z]). For this according to [VV]
we define a function λp: Qp —> T by the formula

λp(0) = 1,

1, ord (x) — 2k, k G Z,

-̂  , o τ ά ( χ ) = 2k + 1, k e Z, p = 1 (mod 4),
\ P J P

(ε(χ}\
i —- , orάJx) = 2k+l,keZ,p = 3 (mod 4),
\ P /

f ε(x)\
where is the Legendre symbol of a p-adic unit ε(x) G Z*

\ P J

Proposition 6. Let J2?1JC2^,J^ G A have in a symplectic basis {e,/} coordinates
(0,0), (m, μ), and (n, v) respectively. The following statements are valid

(i) m = C^i,eS?2»^3) = l / 0 r μ , z / G Zp and all m,n e %;

{ 1 , m > 0 or v G Zp ,

λp(-ι/), m < 0, 1

1, m < 0, ;

/or μ E Zp α«J n = 0;

( U y w o P ^ »,_, . , . 6 Z p o r i / € Z p o r / i - V 6

-ft m other cases,
\. f ••

• n — m = 0.

4. Geometrical Interpretation of the p-Adic Maslov Index

As noted above a group Sp(9r) acts transitively on sets of vertices and links of the
graph Γ. Let lattices J^, Jz^2, J2ί3 e Λ form a cycle of length three of the graph Γ, that
is d(S§\, S§j) = ά(5§^ J5?3) = d(S%^3§^) — 1 and \S§\, 3§^ =^3] denotes this cycle. (As
usual cycle means oriented cycle, that is cycles [J ,̂ J^2, Jz?3] and [J^,^,^] are
different). Any cycle [J^, J^2,Jίί3] of length three can be provided with the Maslov
index m(J^, J?2» =^3) which is called the index of a cycle [=5 ,̂ J2ί2, J^3]. The following
theorem gives a connection between the p-adic Maslov index and the action of Sp(97*)
on a set of cycles of length three of the graph Γ.

Theorem. For any two cycles [=5^,^,^] and \_S§(,S'2,5§^\ of length three of the
graph Γ there exists a symplectic transformation g G Sp(97') which maps one of these
cycles to another (that is gS§λ — S?(, g3?2 — =2ί2, #=2?3 = Jz?3) if and only if the Maslov
indices of these cycles coincide: mCS^, J?2, =2^) = m(^1

/, 5$^, = 3̂)
Let J^ and J2?7 have coordinates (0,0) and (—1,0) in some symplectic basis

{e,/} respectively. It follows from Proposition4 that these lattices form a link
\_5§,3§'\ = [(0,0), (-1,0)] of the graph Γ. At first we find a stabilizer Sp(J^, Jg7) -
Sp(J^) Π SpCJg7) of this link in Sp(^). In the basis {e, /} we have the following
matrix realizations for Sp(J2?) and
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From the last formula we easily get

9 f o, b\
Notice that from the conditions c = O(mod r) and det τ } = I it follows that

\c dj
ad= I (moάp).

As Sp(9O acts transitively on the set of links of the graph Γ then for further proof
of the theorem it is sufficient to consider an action of the group SpC5ί, ̂ ') on the
set of cycles of length three which contain the link [Ĵ , J^7]. From Proposition 4 we
see that in coordates {e,/} all these cycles have the form [(0,0), (—1,0), (0, μ/p)]
for μ = 1,2, . . . , p — 1. Let 3§(μ) denote the lattice with coordinates (0, μ/p).

For an arbitrary ( 7 J = # G Sp(=Sf, Jz?') we have g2ϊ(μ) = =5?(μ) for some
c d

μ— 1,2, . . . ,p — 1, because Spί?7*) acts on A isometrically. By virtue of the relation

l μ'P\^ the condition

a b\ (I MΛ Λ β/P\ (* β
c d)\0 I J \0 I )\Ί δ

is valid for some ( c ) G SX(2, ZA From the relation (11) we get Zn 3 b =
\Ί °J μ p

β + μμ/p2c + (μc? — μα)/p, and therefore μd - μa = 0 (modp). Taking into account
the condition αd = 1 (moάp) in the residue class field Fp c± Zp/pZp, we get the

relation μ = μαQ, where α0 E F* is a class of α E Zp in ¥p.
From the above discussion it follows that if there is a symplectic transformation

g G Sp(J?, ̂ 0 which transforms S§(μ) to J^(μ) then μ and μ are in the same class
inF*/F«.

Let now μ and μ are in the same class in F*/F*2. By direct calculations it is easy
to show that the matrix

=("V 0

satisfies the following condition:

»= ,*V 0 (μ/μY/z

μ/P\(l β/P\
9o i \o i y

and therefore
From the above discussion we see that for the cycles [J;̂ , J?x, J^(μ)] and

[J^,^,J^(μ)] there is a symplectic transformation that maps one cycle to another
if and only if μ and μ are in the same class in F*/F*2. From Proposition 6 and
properties of the Legendre symbol we see that corresponding Maslov indices have
the same properties: m(J^, S§' , =5^(μ)) = m(5ί, =5?', J^(μ)) if and only if μ and μ are
in the same class in F*/F*2. This finishes the proof. D
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